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Chairman’s Welcome
Thanks to Alan Laing for this, the Spring 2022 issue of the FFC newsletter. Thanks also to the contributors
without whom it could not happen.
The last couple of months produced generally poor flying weather, even for this time of the year. However,
when the sun comes out, the pilots come out! Saturday 19th February was an oasis of calm amid the recent
storms and we had over 120 movements that day. There is a lot of pent up eagerness to get into the air.
Spring is just around the corner so dust off your headset…..
The pandemic continued to restrict what we could do in the way of club nights into the autumn of last year
but in December we held a “get to know you” night which was a great success. Hopefully we can do a lot
more in 2022. The committee has some tentative plans for upcoming events. If there’s a particular activity
you would like the club to arrange, come along to the Annual General Meeting and let us know. The AGM
is on Thursday 17th March at 7.30pm.
Finally – I’d like to extend a warm welcome to new members who have joined us this year.

Chris Anderson
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Newsletter Editor’s thanks….
As Chris says above, many thanks to those who have contributed articles for this edition of the newsletter.
It does tend to be the same folk doing so – it would be good to hear something from the majority of you out
there who are keeping silent. Any article, letter, comment, etc, will be included in the newsletter. Photos
that you may have taken on flying trips… your views on how we are all going to get back to flying
“normally”. Let’s have some views from the rest of you. Send things to me at alanlaing45@icloud.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tayside and “Fly with the Best” News – from Jim Watt
Tayside held a graduation event in the Invercarse Hotel in Dundee last Friday (February 25th) which was a
great success.
On Saturday 12th March Tayside Aviation will be holding a recruitment day at Fife. This is aimed at inviting
parents etc and would be students to come along and see what we do. We aim to have an Aquila, the Piper
Seneca twin and a few instructors on site to assist on the day.
24th March. Tayside are launching a simulator initiative at Dundee in conjunction with the RAF and the Air
Cadets.
1st April ( no joke ) there will be a vintage car event at Fife. It’s a late Friday afternoon event so it won’t
impinge on flying much but the runway will have some vintage cars on it 1600-1700.

-------------------------------------------

Speaking of weather….
Some of you may use the “Windy.com” app. Excellent weather
website and app.
As I write this, the
sky is full of
planes on Sunday
27th February.
Calm, blue sky –
perfect flying
weather. Look
what is coming
according to
Windy…. Any other good weather apps that anyone can recommend?
------------------------------------

Name that Plane…..

The aircraft from
the last Newsletter.
Is the Cessna 150
that features in the
article about the
Tayside tailwheel
conversion course.
The second question last time around was - what did it used
to be?
Answer – a nosewheel Cessna 150! The
aircraft was involved in a crash at some point
and was rebuilt as a taildragger. Note the
position of the main wheels, moved forward.
(Photo from ABPic)

And the aircraft for this newsletter. Yup, it is
a helicopter but it might have a closer
relationship to the above than you might
(photo
think…..
from Wikipedia)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ATPL Study Group
There are a number of flying club members slowly chipping away at their ATPL exams and Chris Gordon
was wondering if there was anyone interested in forming a study group that could get together on an
informal basis to help each other out with the studying. Contact Chris at gordonash@hotmail.com for more
details.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Taildragging….
Various ill-informed and uncouth
people (parents, relatives,
girlfriends) have occasionally
accused me of “dragging my tail”
– an accusation I fiercely deny.
However, just before Christmas I
decided it was time to try it for
real.

(Photo shows MW with its big brother, G-RNRM – a 300hp C185).

The majority of folk reading this will probably have only ever have flown nosewheel aircraft. Tayside have recently
offered a tailwheel conversion course – using the 100hp Cessna 150, G-AMSW, now based in hangar 1 with the other
Tayside aircraft. Looks like a benign wee plane…. But everyone who flies it will tell you it can be tricky.
A tailwheel aircraft differs significantly from a nosewheel aircraft in a number of ways – the main one being that the
centre of gravity is behind the mainwheels rather than in front. This means that a tailwheel aircraft has a propensity
to try to “swap ends” when it is moving on the ground. In the air, they behave like any other aircraft. On the
ground, even in a gentle taxi, they can be “fun” to control. As I discovered in my 5-hour course with Alex Stiff,
Tayside Instructor.
There is an old adage amongst instructors – your average PPL doesn’t know what their feet are for. Taxying a
tailwheel aircraft teaches you very quickly why they are there, attached to the bottom of your legs. If you aren’t
busy with your feet when the plane is moving, you aren’t in control. Keeping the aircraft straight is a bit of a mission.
The slightest crosswind can cause the aircraft to weathercock – and at speed, that could mean a ground-loop – and
that is not as much fun as it sounds. If the aircraft starts to pivot on one wheel, the outside wing is already at a high
angle of attack, it is now going faster than the wing on the inside of the turn and hence it tends to lift. The tail comes
up and the nose goes down and things can get horribly expensive very quickly.
When this all gets very relevant is during the take-off run – and on the landing roll out. Keeping the aircraft straight
down the runway is important – and difficult without doing something akin to that fancy Irish foot dancing that was
popular a few years ago. Take-off is counter-intuitive too, with a distinct push forward on the stick before rotation.
Landing a tailwheel aircraft involves getting the aircraft down for a three-point landing – all three wheels touching at
the same time, just on the stall so the plane stays down. Then the fun begins, keeping it straight. (There is another
way to get one down – called a “wheeler” landing – watch a Youtube video of a DC-3 landing and you’ll see one).
It took me the full five hours of the training and another extra one to finally master G-ASMW. It seemed to “click”
part way through the last hour. I can now do grass and tarmac take-offs and landings without breaking the plane.
But only in fairly calm conditions – strong gusty winds can make life interesting, and crosswinds are something I will
save for sometime in a few years.
What did I learn on the course? How to fly again. It was probably the most useful 6 hours of flying I have done in the
past 10 years. It taught me to concentrate again in the last 10 feet before touching down. You can get complacent
landing a nosewheel aircraft because after the main wheels touch, it pretty much looks after itself. In a tailwheel,
the last 10 feet are critical, and getting that landing attitude right is critical, getting the speed right is critical and
being on the centreline and straight are also critical. You then need to stay in control until the aircraft comes to a
complete stop. I find I am flying and landing other aircraft much better since I did the tailwheel course. Would I
recommend the course? Definitely. It was a load of fun despite the occasional moments of sheer overload. After
three hours solo now, I feel I am on my way to mastering G-ASMW. And I am still making sure I use my feet….. AL

-----------------------------------------

Eurofox 912iS - taildragger share - £7500
Following the success of our first school build-a-plane project (G-OASK), Aero Space Kinross have
ordered a second Eurofox kit which will be delivered in the autumn and assembled at Strathallan
School over the winter ready to fly in the Spring/Summer of next year. Five pilots are already
committed, and we are now looking for a few more.
Contact: alisdair@aerospacekinross.com

07825 698613

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gastronomy evening – Saturday 23rd April
Cosmos Planetarium are proposing to run a gastronomy evening at Fife Airport
during International Dark Sky Week. Broadly the format of the evening will be:

19:30 - Meal
20:30 - Astronomy Talk (“Losing the Cosmos”)
21:30 – Stargazing

Register for more information and ticket price email: info@aerospacekinross.com

---------------------------------------------------------------

What’s in a Name?
My mind drags up the oddest things. Among them, the names of
obscure aircraft. So, one evening, it occurred to me that there had
been an aircraft called an Albemarle….. the Armstrong Whitworth
Albemarle, to be precise. So, using the trusty iPad and Wikipedia, I
looked it up. (Photo courtesy of IWM)
Intended to be a medium bomber, it never really matched up to the
needs of the role and the majority of the 602 built were used as
reconnaissance or transport aircraft. It was also used for dropping parachutists – up to 10 fully armed troops could
be carried, and dropped through a hatch in the rear fuselage. One interesting feature was the nosewheel – it was
the first aircraft with a retractable nosewheel to be built in significant numbers for the RAF.
As is ever the case when researching aeroplanes – there is usually a surprising fact that emerges. The Soviet Union
placed an order for 200 Albemarles. A Soviet crew flew one aircraft from Scotland to Moscow in 1943, shortly
followed by 11 other aircraft (of which two were lost over the North Sea). An RAF unit was set up to train the ferry
crews – it was based at Errol field, on the north shore of the Tay west of Dundee! After the Soviets received the
initial aircraft various issues were discovered that led to the cancellation of the rest of the order. The Soviet unit at
Errol continued until 1944 – it is thought that the Soviets were hoping to get their hands on some Mosquitos – but
never did. In the meantime they reverse-engineered the Bristol Hercules engines on the aircraft they received and
put them into production in the Soviet Union. (There was an article, it seems, in the Courier recently about the
Soviet fliers based at Errol – does anyone have a copy?)
AL
--------------------------------------

Mysteries of the Air # 2.

An Infernal Machine

The following report reflects my interest in vintage aviation. An interest which at times is sanguine, and some might
say, morbid. However, we haven't arrived at our current happy state where aviation is one of the safest forms of
transport, without both the trials and
tribulations of pioneers. This is a tale that is
actually ahead of it's time, however, it starts
with a factual incident of which there is no
mystery. On the evening of thirteenth April,
1950, B.E.A. Vickers Viking G-AIVL, or Victor
Love in the parlance of the day, blew up.
The twenty-seven seat, four crew Viking was
the workhorse of post war B.E.A.'s medium and
short haul routes, and Victor Love on that fateful day was employed on the Northolt / Paris service. Captained that
evening by decorated wartime bomber pilot Captain Ian Harvie, his crew were First Officer Frank 'Dusty' Miller, Radio
Officer Mike Holmes, and Air Hostess Sue Cramsie, a former wartime nurse, and a current B.E.A. 'cover girl '.
Thankfully, as it turned out, one of the airline's most experienced crews. On the inward trip from Paris, they had
encountered heavy squalls, turbulence, and lightning, which they had circumvented where possible, keeping the
unpressurised aircraft low. The Ops Room confirmed that the met situation had not improved over the channel, and
as Captain Harvie and his crew walked out to the aircraft, he mused that the only two lightning strikes he had
encountered had been in this particular aircraft. Lightning strikes did not present a particular threat, with all metal
components being earthed, and the charge being dissipated into the air. However, on occasion damage could occur
externally to aerials, pitot heads, light fittings etc., and very occasionally. it penetrated the hull to damage internal
structures. For this reason, pilots then, as today, would do their best to avoid it. However, no weather radar in those
days! A dark moonless night, the lights of Kent and Sussex were visible, as Victor Love headed into the darkness over
the channel. Lightning was visible, although some distance off, and Mike Holmes on the radio confirmed it's
presence. Ian Harvie wasn't particularly worried however, and was fairly sure he could steer a course around any 'hot
spots'. Sue Cramsie had just distributed the supper boxes to the full cabin of twenty seven passengers, and had
returned to the small galley to prepare the duty free trolley. She recalled much later that it was at this time that she
noticed a peculiar smell, which she likened to a sweet but acrid foreign tobacco. She moved down the cabin to
investigate but seeing nothing untoward, turned again to face the rear of the cabin. The passengers were not
destined to receive their duty free that evening, as the aircraft was rocked by a violent explosion which knocked
Hostess Cramsie unconscious, peppering her with metal fragments, and almost severing her left arm, which she had
instinctively raised to protect her face. On the flight deck, they experienced a muffled explosion, a blinding flash, and
a rush of air. In spite of their precautions they had evidently been struck by lightning. The nose pitched up and Harvie
immediately felt the column stiffen up. It took all his strength to avoid a stall and level the aeroplane again. The flight
crew were blinded by light streaming through the missing cockpit door, destroying their night vision, and they soon
discovered that they had no rudder control, very restricted elevator, but thankfully retained use of ailerons. The
Captain found that he could only maintain control by forcing his knees against the column, and immediately
instigated a very shallow 180 degree turn for Northolt, instructing the Radio Officer to broadcast an emergency XXXX
call citing a lightning strike and asking for immediate priority to land. At this point, Harvie left his First Officer in
charge and did a quick tour of the cabin. He found Sue Cramsie badly injured, and tried to make her comfortable with
blankets, (the first aid kit having been destroyed along with the galley). He could not believe the damage, there was
an eight foot by four foot hole in the rear starboard side and a corresponding hole on the port side.
The whole empennage appeared to be connected by narrow strips of metal on the roof and the floor. Incredibly
however, there was no panic among the passengers, and they responded calmly to instructions to strap in and
prepare to brace, which instruction would be shouted verbally by the radio officer. The approach and landing at
Northolt would require an article on its own to do it justice. Suffice to say that only someone of Harvie's ability could
have pulled it off, using only aileron and power, and expecting the tail to fall off at any moment, his landing included

a go around. His F.O. Dusty Miller complimenting him with 'well done skipper, that was your best landing'! So far, the
narrative has followed recorded fact. We now enter the realm of conjecture and mystery. Sue Cramsie safely in an
ambulance, and the passengers disembarked, the flight crew disbelievingly surveyed the damage. Being acquainted
with flak damage, the two pilots immediately noticed that the blast damage came from inside, twisting jagged metal
outwards. Both men now surmising that the lightning had ignited some explosive medium inside. The papers next
morning screamed, 'Lightning Blasts Airliner'. Indeed, this was the focus of the investigation. The forensic
investigation centred initially on the disinfectant fluid in the toilet, and to this end, an instruction went out to all
airlines to stop using this particular chemical. However, no amount of testing could induce this fluid to explode. It
was determined that the centre of the explosion was in the toilet, but the only piece of unusual evidence discovered
in the locale was a completely burned match. It may seem strange to us now, but a bomb was not in the nineteen
fifties mindset, and it took a while for the penny to drop. To paraphrase Conan Doyle's Sherlock, 'When you have
eliminated the impossible, whatever remains.....etc.' Scotland Yard were now involved, but were beset by obstacles
from the start. Most of the passengers had dispersed all over Europe, and in those less connected times were mostly
untraceable. Most of them had left still believing that they were the victims of a lightning strike. From the discovery
of the match, the most likely explanation was that a passenger had brought the bomb aboard and detonated it.
Despite exhaustive enquiries however, The Yard were unable to solve the mystery of who had brought it on board,
(or did they, but had no proof?).
Theories abounded, a smuggling ring, a gangster who must be eliminated, or an insurance fraud whereby the
perpetrator committed suicide to benefit dependents. This initially seemed most unlikely but was possibly the most
feasible. History abounds with examples, and this macabre situation would seem to fit the facts best. He, or she,
lights the fuse of a bomb in the toilet. The Stewardess smells burning. If the perpetrator appears nervous or neurotic
returning to their seat, who would notice among a load of nervous passengers. Scotland Yard apparently developed
suspicions of two or perhaps three passengers, but can find no damning clue to support a prosecution. In fact, at the
time, some still refused to accept that a bomb was responsible. The case drags on, until the Coroner declares his final
verdict, the aircraft was subjected to sabotage caused by an ' Infernal Machine', placed and detonated by persons or
person unknown. This would seem to be case closed, except for the fact that Scotland Yard had – and still have –
their suspicions. The papers concerning the loss of B.E.A. Viking G-AIVL are lodged with the Public Record Office at
Kew, and have a secrecy status, not to be released for seventy five years. We may finally learn the full story of Victor
Love's demise as that date is now 2026. The happy postscript to the Viking incident was that Sue Cramsie made a
complete recovery, and returned to flying duties as something of a celebrity. Both pilots went on to have fulfilling
careers in the airline, Ian Harvie being awarded the George Medal, and retiring as a Trident 3 captain in 1975. Thanks
to good luck and his skill, twenty seven passengers, including a possibly guilty party, were saved to carry on with
their lives.
Jim Millar
-------------------------------------------------------------

Seeing double…..
For a very short space of time (less than an hour)
we recently had two Gippsland GA-8 Airvans at
Fife. Skydive St. Andrews swapped their usual
workhorse, G-VANA, for an old friend, that has
been here before – G-SCOL. Interesting having
flown both – VANA needs a bootful of right rudder
in the climb, SCOL hardly any. Probably just subtle
variations in how far the manual trim tab on the
rudder has been bent….
AL

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Flying Can Have Its Compensations
Aviation comes in many guises and there are many facets to it. You may be familiar with La Famille Crabb’s annual
summer sojourns to the South of France and some of the escapades that these have prompted, and this tale further
shows how jumping into your own plane can be so much more straightforward than getting on a commercial flight …
A few years back, in the days when Heathrow Airport had only 4 terminals, we were flying to Nice, courtesy of The
World’s Favourite Airline. As usual, this meant having to transit through Heathrow, so tickets were booked EDI-LHRNCE.
We turned up at Edinburgh and presented ourselves at the check-in desk (no online check-ins in those days)
expecting to be furnished with boarding cards for both the London and Nice legs of our journey but … no. After
tapping at the keyboard, the check-in assistant confessed to being unable to access the Nice flight as it seemed to be
blocked for some reason. She would have to phone London, so could we wait an hour or so and then collect our
boarding cards from the Customer Service desk in Departures?
Transit through Security, a browse round the newsagent, a cup of coffee and we turned up at Customer Services,
explained the situation and asked for our boarding cards only to be met with a blank look … clearly, the message
from check-in hadn’t arrived so the assistant started tapping at her keyboard only to conclude that the Nice flight
was still blocked!
A colleague took over the keyboard tapping and deduced that the flight had been blocked because it was oversold …
by 76 seats! More tapping at the keyboard and she discovered that the flight had not actually been oversold but the
original aircraft had been replaced with a smaller one so there wasn’t room for everyone who’d booked!
Profuse apologies ensued as she couldn’t get us on the Nice flight as it was full so she was re-routing us to Charles de
Gaulle at Paris where we’d be put onto an Air France flight from Paris to Nice and, for the inconvenience, we’d
receive 250 Euros each in compensation, a total of 1,000 Euros.
By now though, the Heathrow flight was boarding and the assistant told us there was no time to sort out the
paperwork but she would do so while we were in the air and we’d collect our onward tickets (and the compensation)
at the Flight Connections Centre at Heathrow … not ideal but the flight was closing and we had little choice but to
accept the situation.
So … we were now on our flight to Heathrow with the promise of tickets to Nice via Paris waiting for us at London
together with 1,000 Euros compensation in cash … that should go some way to easing the pain, shouldn’t it?
London Heathrow … Flight Connections Centre … BA Customer Services … a pleasant assistant asked how she could
help. I explained what had happened and asked for our tickets and compensation cash … the assistant’s pleasantness
instantly disappeared to be replaced with a very wary look … clearly, the message from Edinburgh hadn’t arrived!
The assistant disappeared into the back office and shortly reappeared with someone with the distinct air of
“Supervisor”, and a similar wary look on her face. Once again, I explained the situation but had the sinking feeling
from Supervisor’s reaction that this was not washing. Trying to suppress a rising concern that we might be stuck in
Heathrow not only without our compensation but, more importantly, with no onward tickets I wasn’t aware of a
phone ringing in the back office however, the first assistant went to answer the phone then came back and asked
Supervisor to take the call. Two or three minutes later, Supervisor returned with a huge smile on her face and a very
different demeanour … clearly, the message from Edinburgh had just arrived!
Supervisor couldn’t have been more helpful, and we were soon furnished with a fresh set of tickets … now for the
compensation cash. Supervisor apologised and explained that they didn’t keep cash themselves so she would be
giving me a “BA Money Order”, which I could cash at any Travelex outlet in the airport. That seemed straightforward
enough and so, a few minutes later, we were off to get our flight to Paris, picking up our cash along the way.

Back in those days, BA’s Paris flights used Heathrow’s Terminal 4, so as we were currently in Terminal 1, I suggested
that we get ourselves over there first and then find a Travelex to cash our money order ... Terminal 1-Terminal 4Travelex-Cash-Flight … that seemed sensible, didn’t it? Didn’t it?
London Heathrow … Terminal 4 … we arrived in Departures, and I spotted a Travelex outlet.
“How can I help?” asked a helpful-looking lad and I explained that I had a BA Money Order, which I would like to
cash. “What’s that?” was his response! I told him we’d had a foul-up with our flights, BA had given it to us as
compensation and told us that Travelex would cash it for us. “I’ve never seen one of those, I wouldn’t know what
to do with it.” said he and suggested that I go to the “main” Travelex outlet a bit further up the concourse and
speak to the manager (“He’ll be able to help you”).
Off we went to the “main” Travelex outlet …
“How can I help?” asked the manager and I explained that I would like to cash this BA Money Order. “I’ve never
seen one of those before.” was his response. I sighed … why can life be so difficult? But then I spotted a BA
Customer Services desk a short way off. “Hang on.” I told the manager, “Let me speak to them over there.”.
BA Customer Services …
“How can I help?” asked the assistant and (once again) I explained about the flights, compensation and Money
Order, which I’d been told I could cash at a Travelex, but Travelex didn’t seem to know what to do. “Ah!” said the
assistant, “You shouldn’t have been told to go to Travelex, you need to go to the BA Cash Office instead.” “And
where’s the BA Cash Office?” I asked.
“Terminal 1”
Suppressing the urge to act in some loud and demonstrable fashion, I decided we didn’t have time to go back to
Terminal 1 but would get the cash on our way home in two weeks’ time as we’d be there anyway for our flight back
to Edinburgh. And with that, we got on the flight to Paris, transited on to Nice and had a very pleasant two weeks
holiday.
Two weeks later … London Heathrow … Terminal 1 Departures … not knowing where I might find the BA Cash Office,
I spied yet another Customer Services desk and headed there to ask directions.
“How can I help?” asked the assistant and (yet again) I explained what I was trying to do. The assistant pointed to
a Travelex but before he could say anything, I interrupted him saying I already been to two Travelex outlets and
they didn’t know what to do. “Ah! I see the confusion.” said the assistant. “We don’t keep cash in our Customer
Services outlets, so we use that Travelex there as our Cash Office … and suddenly, a 15-watt lightbulb flickered on
in my brain. “So, what you’re saying is, I shouldn’t have been told to go to any Travelex but to that specific
one?”. “Yes sir … I’m sorry for the confusion”.
Travelex (aka BA Cash Office) … “How can I help?” “I have a BA Money Order, which I’d like to cash”. “Certainly sir.
How would you like the cash?” and with that, after what had seemed like a marathon, I received some £700-plus in
cash (converted from 1,000 Euros) … just like that!
It had seemed like a marathon … 3 Travelex, 2 BA Customer Service desks, 1 BA Cash Office … but we got there and
the cash paid for a trip to Disneyland Paris in the October school holiday … but that’s another story!
Peter Crabb
----------------------------------------------------------------

Apron Etiquette
Flying the other day I noticed something that seems to happen fairly frequently – and as well as being
annoying, could be dangerous.
Pilots of private aircraft that are pulled out of one of the hangars (including hangar 1) often sit their aircraft
pointing parallel to the edge of the apron area – and start up. This means that propwash is being directed
down the length of the apron. Should anyone pull an aircraft out of a hangar behind them, that aircraft can
be affected by the howling hurricane that is the propwash… I have seen a microlight outside hangar 4
being overturned by that some years ago at Fife. The apron outside the hangars is for getting planes out,
started and away as soon as practicable. It is not for engine run-ups (or setting up complex nav systems) –
this should be done on the south side of the main apron – or far enough back along the hangar apron that
no-one can get behind you. Holding point alpha is not a good place to do run-ups either as propwash can
affect the spectators sitting outside the Skyview. If your aircraft is parked at a diagonal on the apron
outside the hangars, with the tail pointing towards the runway, the propwash should not affect anyone
behind – but look out for aircraft using the new grass taxiway.
Similarly, power checks carried out on the south side of the main apron should be carried out with the
propwash directed away from other aircraft – eg aircraft sitting at the pumps or behind you on the south
side. An aircraft running up to full power, tail pointed at the fuel pump can have a significant effect on any
aircraft parked there. And the tail shouldn’t be pointed at the north side of the apron either, where other
aircraft may be parked. (And think about spectators in the car park when starting when parked on the north
side).
When parked with engine running, think about what might be behind you…….

AL

----------------------------------------------

“No Known Traffic” – A Near Miss, also known as an Airprox.
It’s easy to become complacent and think airproxes happen to other people.
Several years ago I had my own near miss. I was returning to Fife from a cross country in the north. The
weather was overcast 8/8ths, cloud base about 2000ft amsl. I was to the east of East Lomond at 1500ft on
the QNH and speaking to Leuchars before changing to Fife Radio. On requesting airfield information to
land, I was given the runway in use and the QFE and was advised "No known traffic to affect". I had my
eyes in the cockpit for the few seconds it took to dial up the QFE. By then I was just north of Thornton and
preparing to commence a right turn to join downwind for 06 when I saw a low wing light aircraft at the same
height. It was in my 2 o'clock on a reciprocal course, so it was between me the airfield. I would estimate the
separation as we passed to be between 200 and 300 metres. The other aircraft continued on a northerly
heading. I took no avoiding action because, (1) although it was quite close, the other aircraft was not on a
collision course and (2) he was abeam and past before I could react. I called Fife Radio to ask if he had any
other aircraft on frequency and he confirmed he hadn’t.
At the time I reported the incident to CHIRP The Confidential Reporting Programme for Aviation and
Maritime (chirp.co.uk) but not to the UK Airprox Board which, with hindsight, I should have done.
www.airproxboard.org.uk They would have investigated the incident and identified the other aircraft by
checking the radar records at Edinburgh and Leuchars. Having a look at the Airprox reports I see that it
would probably have been classified as a high risk incident.
The lesson learned is that when the A/G operator says, “No known traffic to affect”, the key word is
“known”. Now that I take a turn as an A/G operator myself I am doubly aware of the significance of the
word. If they are not speaking to me I don’t know about them and can’t advise anyone else where they are.
More importantly, it serves to remind me to keep a good look out.

Chris Anderson
---------------------------------------------------------

Smiling Wings Day
Those of you have been around the place since before the pandemic will probably remember Fly Kids
Days. This was a time for us to give something to the local community. We gave children, who would not
otherwise have the opportunity, a flight in a light aircraft.
It was organised and supported by Aviation Without
Borders, a UK-wide aviation-related charity (AWB).
https://www.aviationwithoutborders.org/
Fly Kids Day was held on the same date throughout the
country, usually a Saturday in mid-June. Flying clubs up
and down the country flew up to 500 youngsters
between them. However, it became clear that the
weather rarely played ball all over the UK on the chosen
date. Postponements meant that the flights took place
over several weeks in different locations. Aviation
Without Borders recognise this and now ask clubs to
select a day to suit themselves. “Smiling Wings Day” is
the new name for the same initiative.

AWB pay for the refreshments and also reimburse the
pilot for a share of the cost of the flight. AWB lay down
rules for participating pilots, the key one being that pilots
must have 100hrs PIC. We usually invite a local
children's charity to nominate youngsters in their care.
The last time we did it (2019) we flew children from the
Glenrothes branch of Aberlour Childcare Trust. We have
made preliminary enquiries with them and they are keen
to be involved this year. AWB issues guidance to clubs
and also various forms for parental permission etc. They
have not yet finalised the documentation for this year but
when they do it will be circulated.
We can use two- or four-seater aircraft, either rented or privately owned. We usually allocate 4 seaters to
younger children who can then be accompanied by an adult or an older sibling. Before they fly they are
given a safety briefing and a short talk about how an aeroplane flies. The flights are meant to be about 30
minutes but sometimes they are bit longer, within reason. It’s up to the pilot. We have flown several
youngsters with disabilities, including wheelchair-bound, so we need some volunteer ground crew with a bit
of muscle to help out. We also need assistance with logistics on the day – ensuring forms are signed and
keeping a track of who is piloting which aircraft, when and with which passengers.
We are also looking for volunteer pilots to fly Warriors – some of the old guard in the club have
hung up their headsets and we need some willing volunteers to fill their slots.
We have selected Saturday 25th June for Smiling Wings Day 2022 at Fife. The children, their parents and
carers will spend the day at the airfield and will have a light lunch in the Sky View Café. If past experience
is anything to go by, the pilots will get as much fun out of it as the children. There’s the added bonus of
encouraging an interest in aviation among the adults and children alike. Pray for the weather gods to smile
on us on 25th June.
Chris Anderson

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Flying Photos…..
I did ask for folk to send in any good photos they might have, taken when flying. I have been inundated by
a grand total of …. NONE! So here is another one of mine. I cannot believe that there are no good
photos being taken while people are flying. Send them to my email address at alanlaing45@icloud.com
and I will put them in here next time.
If none are sent in, next newsletter it will be a photo of a steam train or a boat or some such like…..!

That’s West Lomond, taken
from overhead the airfield one
morning. There was mist
about, but the airfield was
clear and circuits were
possible – but I didn’t fancy
getting too far away in case
the mist closed in over the
airfield.
The screenshot below shows
the west view on the
webcams in late February –
we did get some snow but it
didn’t hang around too long.
Spectacular looking sky –
another snow shower was
rolling in.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Improved Electronic Conspicuity at Fife
The eagle-eyed among you may have noticed that the radio aerial on the Skyview
Café roof has recently sprouted some additional smaller aerials. These link into a
nationwide flight tracking system developed by PilotAware called ATOM | GRID.
Fife Airport is now a station on the PilotAware ATOM network utilising three radios
for aircraft tracking: an 868MHz receiver to detect FLARM aircraft, a 1090MHz
receiver to detect ADS-B and Mode-S traffic and an
869.5MHz transceiver to transmit and receive
PilotAware transmissions. The 1090MHz
transmissions are also securely transmitted to a 3rd party partner
(360Radar) and contribute to the data required for the multilateration of
Mode-S traffic.
The system was installed by Peter Robertson from East Fortune (an exfireman so I’m glad he was the one up that lift as the wind conditions on the day were sporty, to say the
least!) and as a by-product of the installation, the airfield’s A/G radio operators will be able to obtain a
comprehensive view of traffic in the local area. (Those that have the correct transmitters… Ed)
I now need to run a network cable out to the radio cabin so we can install some display equipment but once
this is done, it will enable the radio operators to provide improved advice on traffic movements both at and
around the airfield.
Peter Crabb
---------------------------------------------------------------------

This came in just as the Newsletter was being finalised and I had to
include it. Great news and a fantastic site for the ASK initiative!
We are delighted to be able to share the following news with you:
Aero Space Kinross: creating an inspiring new community resource…
Aero Space Kinross are very pleased to announce agreement with the
current owners (R W Ferguson & Company) to Heads of Terms for the
purchase of the former MOD Balado Bridge Satellite
Communications Station at Kinross. Subject to planning
approval and confirmation of funding, the existing
buildings and satellite dish (in the iconic “golf ball” on
the site) will be repurposed for the creation of a family oriented aerospace themed visitor
attraction.

Best wishes
The Aero Space Kinross Team
_____________________________________________________

Thanks to all who contributed to the newsletter. We need to hear from you, the readers!
What do you want to see from Fife Flying Club? Please send articles, photos, etc to the
Editor at alanlaing45@icloud.com

